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Abstract 

'l11e objective of ·this study is to determine whether long run relationships exist among 
Australian beef prices at the fann, wholesale ~md retail levels using cointegration techniques. 
J\1.ot1thly data from 1971 to 1994 are us~d for the analysi~. Preliminary results show that 

while all three prices considered are nonstationary, tftey :art! cointegrared. Furthennore, the 
retail price. is weakly exogenous. The lauer result is an indication of market inefficiency due 
in part lo price levelling behaviour at the retail level.. Implications and areas for further 
research are also provided. 

* Contributed paper presented at d1e 41th Annual Meeting of the Australian Agricultural and 
Resource Ecc.mom.ics Society, Pan Pacit1c Hotel, Gold Coast. 20·25 January 1997 



Examining long run relationships an1ong Australian beef prices 

Introductioo 

The price transmission process in the marketing syste'm has received considerable interest 
from economists because of the implications for mark"t efficiency (WUliams and Bewley 
1993). Market efficiency implies that in a competiti.ve market with free infonr.~tion flows, 
arbitrage will ensure that prices in related spatial, temporal or product transfonmttion 
mnrkets, move in unison. As such, price differentials in related markets are expected to 

renect costs of providing marketing senrices. For example\. price differentials in spatially 

related markets should reflect the cost of transportation while in temporally related markets, 
the cost of storage (Faminow and Benson I 990). Furthermore, if a ruarket operates 
efficiently, a price change at one market will be followed by similar price changes jn related 
111nrkets. Therefore, the comovement of related series implied by \l)arket efficiency suggests 
the existence of long run relationships among them. However, tnarket imperfections may 
lead to delay and distortion in information flows and the breakdown of such price linkages, 
thereby leading to market inefficiency. 

Conventionally, market efficiency issues have been examined using standard econometric • 
methods. However, evolving developments in time series econometrics have cast doubt over 
~he use of standard econometric methods for estimating commodity models because of the 
nonsuuionarity often found in time series data (Myers 1994}. Moreover; the standard 
econometric studies have tended to focus on the shon run dynall'lics of price relationships 
(for e~\ample the price levelling work). Possible inconsistencies between short-run art{1 long· 
run behavionr of prices is also of interest because the nature of the price transmission process 

has important implications for the distribution of the benefits of R&D or deregUlation. 

The overall purpose of this paper therefore is to re~examine market efficiency issues within 
the framework of econometric time series focussing on both the short-run ~,d. long-run 
dynamics prevailing in the Australian domestic beef marketing chain. Beef is the largest 
component of dom.estic meat consumption and developments in the beef tnarket nre expected 
to influence prices in related ment markets.. The specific objective of this .study is to 
detennine whether long run relationships exist among Australian beef prices at the farm, 
vholesale and retail levels using cointegration techniques. Monthly data from, 1971 to 1994 
arc used for the analysis. Preliminary results show that while all three prices cons~dered are 
nort~tationaryt they are coimegrated. Furthennore~ the retail price is weakly exogenous. The· 
I~; ter ;esult is an indication of: market inefficiency due in part to price levelling behaviour at. 
the reta:l level. 
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The paper hegins with a. brief f~\trodqctior1 of the ma~n concepts invQlved ;n the e.conometric 
tirne series literature, partic>,dnrly ti\e relationship ":>etwee.·1 vector autocorrelation, error 
correction model and cQintegradon. tn the next section, the eJ~ror i~orrection model is used. to 
determir'e whether long tun re'n.tionshios exist between ~ef prices at three different market 
levels and the estimat~d results !based Ol\ the Johansen procedu\·e are reported. Piscusston of 
the msults is then frovidecJ, followed by .lfeas for further t·~Seatc:t and concluding remarks. 

Cointegration techniqU\~S 

There are straightfonvard rehttionships bt~tween vector RtltOl\~gres,ion (VAR) models, error 
correction models (ECtvi) and cointegratior (iohanse11 rmd Jw\l'!litn 1990). A standard VAR 

with lag length p, VAR(p); can be wdttell as· 

where 

p = lag length~ 

Xt = an (n x: 1) vector of endo&,.\nou~ variables: 

A's = {n x 111 matrices of unknown paramt!ters; 

Xt..j = an (n x 1) vector of the jth lagged value of Xt; 

St = a set of dummy variables representing ~tructuntl changes; and 

et =an independently and identically dit;trlhute'd (n x 1) vector with zero mean nnci 

variance matrix. 

An EClVt with lag length P~ 'EC~I(p)~ can be d~dved from the above VAR(p)~ After term 

manipulation~ it is written as: 

(2) ~xt =no+ n 1 6xt-l + ..• + np .. l Axt .. (p-1) + :n xt-p + tl Dt + c St + vt 

where 

j 

Tij ;:::: • (1 "' L Ai); J = 1; 2, ... , p .. 1; 
i=l 

n = - (I - f Ai) = aB• ; 
iliill 



Axt-J;:: an (n by 1) vector of ~1-J .in .first differertces, j = 1, 2, ... , p"' 1; and 

Vt ;:: white noise but may be contemporaneously correlated. 

Other variables nre as previously defim:d. Basically,. the ECM(p) is the VAR(p) expressed in 
first differences (Enders 1995, pp. 389~90). 

The n matrix in equa~ion (2); which is tcm1ed the long .rutl impact matrix of the ECM, is of 
primary importance. First, the rank of n provides the basis for detennining the existence of 
~ointegration or the long run relationship among the variables. According to Johansen 
{1988), there are three possibilities with. regard to the rank of n ! 

Case 1. 

Case 2. 

Case3. 

Ifrank(Q) is zero~ then the variables are notcointegrated and the model is 
~quivalent to a VARin first differences;. 

If 0 < rank(n) < n. then the variabli!s are coin regrated; and 

If rank(H) = n , then the variables are stationary and the .model is equivalent 

to a V AR in levels. 

Secondly., the n matrix ci1 be decomposed into thv product of vectors a and. ~" ie 11 ;:: aa•. 
While rx~ the vector of speed of adjustn1ern coefficients, has important io1plications for the 
dyJtamics of the :~ystem (Enders 1995), B, the transpose of the cointegrating vcctott 
characterises the long run equilibrium condition of the system. {Johansen. and Iuselius 1990). 
A large (small) value of q means that the sys~etn will respond to a deviation from the long 
run. equilibrium with a rapid (slow) ndjustment. On the other hand, if some a are zero, the 
corresponding variables do not respond . the discrepancy f.t-!>m equilibrium and therefore 
could be exogenous. 

In sun1mary ~ cointegrati<'n of a set of time series implies that a long run. stnt.i.ot1aty 
relationship exists ornong the component non-stationary series. That. is, these series are linked 
by common stochastic trends and hence cannot move independently of each otlte: .,. they are 
coimegrated. Since the trends of cointegrated variables are linked, the dynamic paths of such 
variables must bear some. relation to the current deviation from the equilibrium relationship. 

Data 

Mortthly beef price data in New South Wales (NSW) during the period Jam1~ 1971 to 
September 1994t a total of 285 observations~ were used for the analysis in this f.t.Udyf the 
data set includes prices at three mru'keting levels: farm, wholesat~ and 1-etait. The pdce 
variables are defined as follows. 



Fi! Monthly auction price (cents/kg) of a composite beef carcase, S\.\itabl~ for the 
domestic n1arket, adjusted for by.;prOducts and $hrinkage. 

\VP tvt.onthly wholesale price (cents/kg) of a cotnposite beef carca&e, suitable. for the 
domestic market, adjusted for shrinkage. 

RP ~1onthly retail price (cents/kg) of a composite beef carcaset suitable .for the do~stic 

murke.t. 

These price series were obtained from the records .c;f tl,e Economic Services Unit .of NSW 

Agriculture. U1ey have been used in varlou~. studies of tneat pnce. rcl3tionships (for exantple 

Gdffith et all991 ). The procedures for adjusting and weighting these prices can be found in 

detail in Griffith (1997). 

The empirical model and estimated result.s 

In this section, the existence of long run relationships among Australittf~ }~eef prices is tested 
based art the Johansen procedure. The Johansen proced~tre includes the following four steps 

{Enders 1995, pp. 396-400}. 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step4: 

Pre-test the order of integration and detertoine the lag length for the ECM 

based on a standard V AR. 

Estimate the ECM and determine the, rank of n. 

Analyse the cointegrating vector(s) and the speed of adj\lStment coefficientS. 

Perfonn causality te~ts on the ECM to identity Hl~ stntctural nlodel. 

The testing procedure for Step 1 involves detennining the order of integration of beef prices 
at each of tho farm, wholesale and retail levels. Following the testing procedure suggested in 

Enders (1995, .PP• 257). the augmented Dickey-Fuller (OF) test was used to detentiine 
whether the series, both the original and detrended, were difference stationary or trend_ 
stationaryf Although there was some evidence of seasonality and structural changes in the 

data, they were not incorporated in the unit root tests because of cornpHcations arish1g from 
including them as deterministic tenus in the DF procedures. Instead. seasoaaiity and 
structural change were examined wthin the V AR and ECM framework, as was proposed in 
Johan.sen and Juselius (1990). 

The unit root test results, presr,-rted in· Table l, indicat~ that both the detrended and the 
original series of all three beef prices have unit roots. and. ·are nonstadonary. Furth~ ~nit tOOt 

rests on the original series in first differences indicate no unit roots, which confin:.1s that the 

s 



three price series are lndced difference-stationary. The three pdce series bOth in levels and in 
first differences are shown in Figures l.-3. The unit root tt~$ts wete ~rfonned usin.g 
SRAZAM (Version 7\ 1993). 

The t1nding thnt the price series under consideration ru-e diftcrence-suuionary means that the. 
analysis cun now proceed to setting up the EC:M and testing f'ot tc·integration U.tUong the 
series. The next task is to determine the proper lag length fot the ECM' model using .fitundard; 

VAR tnethods. 

Following the testing procedures suggested in Enders (1995), pair .. wise comparisons between 

two standard VARs, each with different lag lengths~ were done based on likelihood ratio 
(LR) tests. The variables in the standard VAR (Equatiot1 (1)) are ·now defined more 
specifically as follows: 

St =a dummy variable for sulictural change; St = l for the period 'between 197 Ll t¢ 

1978.12; and St = 0, otherwise; and 

A's, B and C =parameters to be estimated. 

Other variables are as previously defitied., St is included in the VAR model to reflect a range 

of changes which occurred during tl'e 1970s. These include the two oil price shocks, changes 
in Australian beef export demand due to the closure of the North Asian markets hl late 1974 
and the subsequent emphasis on diversification of export nurrkets, and changes in the 
production side of the industry in response to the price slump of the mid 1970s and the. 

increasing importance of feedlots. 

In this study, three paired comparisons were necessary to detennine the lag lenath. where p 
vari.es between 12, 81 4 and 3. The LR te:;-t resultst which are ptesentedin table 2, suggested 
the Jag length be four, ie p = 4. This procedure was done using RAtS (Version 4, 1995)~ 

With the lag length of the ECM now detennined, the next part o! Step 2 is to set up att. 
£CM{4) for these data. Based t.:1 the results obtained from Step 1:; the ECM for beef prices is 
specified as: 

(3) L\Xt =no+ n1 L\xt--1 + n2 Axt-2 + n3 L\xt-3 + n xt-4 + B Dt + c St + vt 



nts :::::.~ {~ by 3) mntricc~ of unknown short~run pttttllneters to, be estimated; 

rl ~ cx.s· are unknown long run ptirtimetcrs .to be estimnted; '""'d 

Vt = white noise but snay be contemporaneously correlated. 

Other vnrlnbles are as pr~viotlsly defined. Two vetsions of the ECM( 4), Models A nod B, are 
estiniated based on the Johnnsen procedure using RATS. ~todel A i.s the unrestrlcted model 
(th~~ trend drift version) wdere the constnnt term is incorporated in the equation. Model B is 
the resttictc,d model wher(• the constant tenn is incorporated in the cointegrating vectors. 11te 

e~timaced results re:gardin~1 ~he rank of n for both versions a•·e. presented in Table 3. 

As c~Ut v~ ~..:~n ill Table 3, the "-max nnd A-truce test statistics for Model. A indicated that the 
beefpdces n.re cointegrated, but not for M.odel B. This is because two cointegrating vectors 
were found in Model A while Model B suggested three co.imegmdog vectors. To deter:nine 
whether the EC~1 should be estimated with a trend drift or n constant term in the 
cointegrnting vector, the LRi .. b~tsed on the estimated/.., is computed as suggested in Enders 
{1995,. pp. 393). The LR;.. is defined as 

11.. .. 

(4) tRA = .. T; L fln(1 .. Ai*) -.ln(l .. Ai)Jt 
i=t+l 

where !.i* and Ai are estimated eigenvalues of the matrix n ·for the restricted and Utlrestricted 

models,_ respectively ; r is the number of cointegrat~:ig vectors in the \mrestricted model: and 
n is the number ofendogenous varinbtes. 

Given that n ::: 3 and r = 2, the computed value for LRJ,. is 11.77~ which is greater than the 

critical value of 3.84 with one degree of freedom at the S per cent level. Therefore, Model B 

(the restricted version) was rejected. 1t was concluded that the ECM should be specified with 
a trertd drift (see bottom of Table '3)~ 'Recall that 'M.odel A suggests the existence of two 
cointegrnting telrtions. As such. the estimated result$ of the ECM reported in Table 4 and 
further anij.}ysis are bnsed on Model A. 

As can be seen from Table 4, the majority of estimated individual short run. coefficients 
(coefficients which are associated with tagged. first differences) are not statistically 
significant at the 5 per cent signifir "nee level. This may be a result, of ov~r·paramcterisation 
where addhiomtl terms were included to ensure that the EC.M is . adequately specifiedt 
1-Iowever, they are statistically significant as a group in lhe VAR m()del. There are also 
significant indications of seasonality and structural .change. but the 33 estimated seasonal 
statistics are not reported for space reasons. The full results are available from the authors~ 



The estimated long nan pnramerf"~,.~., \thich are of mai.n interest, are pte$errt~ in Table 5. Th~ 
cstimat~ cointegrating relntions or long. run equilibrium relntion~hips, notr11alised by tt • .J Ps 
associate,i with the farl1l pricet cnn be written as: 

(5) FPt .. 1.12 \VPr + 0.11 RPt::; O •. tutd 

That means equuti,lnS (5) and (6) rnttst hold nnR'ing. the three ,prices when the tntlrket is in 
t:quilibrium. \Vhert the right hand side is not zero, the m;trket is in c:lisequUibrium. Because 
equations (5) and (6) do not have t) priori theoretical underpinning nnd the main purpose is t:. 
test for cointegrat.ion, no intcq1retation. is attempted nt this stage, nor is any specific 
hypothesis being tested regarding the signs nnd, size of individual Ps. 

In any case, since the three series are shown to be colrttegntted, the system eM be· expected to 
respond t\~ exogenous shocks and return to equilibrium after being perturbed, The speed of 
{\pjustrnent is dctem'lined by the magnitttde of tltc ndju$~hlt\llt coefficifnts. Prom the bottom 
of Tabk: 5. \t can be seen that both .tt ct1efficients ass{1'$.:J~ted with the retnil beef price are 
statisticaJJ~ insignificant. TI1is result could be an indication that the retail price is weukly 
exogenous to the S)'Stern. Th\s possibility is tested based (>Jl the Johunsen procedure (Step 4). 

\ . . . . 

The result, presented in table u, suggests that the tetnil price is indeed wcnkly exogenous 
and th "refote does not respond to dt~viatit·.ns from the long run equiUbrlut.n. However, the 
exclusl,• 1ty test result presented in Ttlhle 6 suggests that the retail prices should not be 
excluded. from the co-integrating relationships. Failing to reject exclusivity impH' ·' ;?lfit the 
corresponding Ps in the· last columtt of Table 5 are not zero. 

Discussion of results 

The cointegrario~, test .suggests that tWQ long run .. equilibrium relationships exist among 
Al.lstralinn beef prices, since the rank(n) was found to be two. nnd that the retail ptice is 
wealdy exogenous, 

The finding that the retail beef price does not adjust to deviations from the lottg run 
equilibrlumf while wholesale and farm prices do ndjust, suggests that after a shock, th~ long 
run equilibrium in the Australian beef market is restored by adjustment made ut the 

wholesale and the farm levels but not· at the retaH level. However, the retail price does adjust 
to short run dynamics in the system. Therefore, the retail prlc~ would still .have an impact on 
the beef market despite being found to be w~akly exogenous. 
The result thnt the! retail price is notrespo.nsive to equUibclt:m e.rrors may be expl(dnecJ. b~t the 
price levelling behavio1.1r in the Australian meat markl~t which is found ·in ~raughtin and 
Quilkey (1979) and in Griffith; Green and Duff (1991). Price levellfr.g 1"tfers to the practice 



of markefers holding their seUirtg prices relatively stable in the face of rising ot falling input 
procurement costs. As tt result. dte impact of fluctuating input prices on pri¢es charged to 
consumers is $1ilaller that\ it would be otherwise (Oriffith nnd Piggott 1994). According to 
Purlsh (1967), ptice levelling dest~tbUises f1mn level prices while stabilising retail prices. As 
a result, not otlly are fnnn prices more volatile thu•t they ¢therwise would be. but the changes 
are uot p~tsscd ott. to the higher level.s of the mnrket and do not influence consumer 
purchasing decisions~ Tlum::fore, pricing ert1ci¢ncy is lessened. 

SimUar results were obtttiued by I~arue (1991) nnd by Larue und Babula (1994). Usir..~ 

anmdiun dtlHl, they ff)Und that the. farm output price atJd the retail food price were weakly 
exogenQus. 11wy explained the tin dings by demnnd .. pull nnd · cost .. push tendenci(;.S which 
dictate the cntJSnl relations between input nnd output prices. Chnrtges ill demand structure and 
increased concemrntian itl the retail market were considered to be possible fact<KS 

influerlcing ~he results. Since the main purpose of the cuttent tmalysi.s was to determine 
whether the long nm relmionships exist among Akstralinn beef prices, factors which 
contribute to strucmral chunge in the 1970s t\nd to weak exogeneity of the retail price were 
not fully investigated here, rnstead, they are areas for further tt'~.curch. 

ConClusion 

Long rUtl relatlottships among Austntllan beef prices at the fant1, wholesale nnd retail levels, 
ate e:xpectcd to c.xist because in (t competitive market with free infom1ution flow~. nrbittage 
w.ill ensure thnt prices in markets related through derived demand wilL move ht unison. The 
existence of a lor.g ron telatiotlShip.ln Engle and Granger's use of the tenn, menus thnt there 
exi"its a Unea1 combination ot rtonstationary vntiables that ate stationary. As such, although 
individual series may meander, they do m>t drift fnr apart from one another .. Ttl this· smdy, the 
long run relationships amc>ng Austtruinn beef prices wct·e examined using cointegtation 
techniques. 

The results show that while all three prices considered are nonstadonacy. they are 
cointegrated. There is also evidence of seasonality, and 'in addition; structural ch~nge in the 
1970s. Futthem1ore, the retail price is weakly exogenous. The latter result .may be. an 
indication of rnnrket inefficiency ,Jue in part to price levelling br.haviour at the retail level 
and. sttuctural changes in the Austrnlittn beef indusr.ry¥ Consideration of these intlueoces.nte 
a.re!ls for further research. Also; there !s ·~. need to roconsidet \1le comtnon prdctice o~ 
assuming constunt marketing margins in equilibrium models of the livestock industries. 
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Table l. Sutnmarv of unit root teststt --...--..---r- .................................... 
Ho~ presence of unit toot Te~t r~sult$ 
HA: absence of unit root ._.._,.__,..........,....___,_......,...,. ___ ..._......;,..:;;., ....... _ ,.....,._ .......... .......,........_....., ___ --............ -~ 

Original price series 
·~~~"~~--~~--~~-----------"----·~,~--~--·--~~~--~ 

frumprke 

_........,.. __ ,__·------+--.....,_-.......,,,,,~.¥.,.,.... . .....,. ~n...,;.;..o .. n..;;s;;..;,;,ta.tionary____,.. .. 
1 wholesale price fail to reject HO th~ ot.ighutl series is . 

tetaU price 
nonstationarv d 

~-J -t<-, r-e-Je_c_.t' ..... Il ..... Q_.......,...,~t~h;.,.;..;e .;;;.;on;.:;;;.··· gt.;;.;.. ... ~.n. · .. ~ ... s i.s .. ·. • 

oonstattotutty . 
J)etrfndedJ!!~.ce scr.;...ie;..;:,s_+-------_...,.. __ ._....., _______ .......... --1 

farm price fail to reject Ho the de trended series is 
•~(lnstntionqry 

wholes.1le price fail to reject Ho the de trended seriet~ is J. 
~ 

~--------------~~~--------------~~n~on~s~ta~ti~o~nru~y--~.~J 
retail price 

~·---~----- ---~ 

fail to reject fJO the de trended ~r~ries is 

-----~n~o~ns~t-at~io]~a~~------~ 
I· Original price series in 
1 first djfferences 

farm price --~------~--------~------~~--~--~ reject Bu 

rejectHO 

retail price reject Ho 

th~ original series i~ 
<iifference .. stationru-y 
the original series is 
difference .. stntiongy 
the .(;oginJl series is 

f differenct.,; .. Stationary 

a Because the testing procedures may involve a. number of steps and are cumbersome 
to report in full, the augmented Dickey .. Fuller test statistics are not reported. 
Howevct·. tbey can be obtained from rhe authors upon .request. 

Table 2 Summary of test statistics for determining the lag Jenath in standard VAI<'s . . 'I"> 

:~] 
~ 

La!!Iemrth Calculated x2(dt)a Test results 
. Unrestricted motlel Restricted mode'l 

12 8 J.-0.62(361 fail to reject liO 
g 4 38.72(36) 1 fail to reject llo 
4 3 I 17.88(9) rejectHO -

a Critical x?~ values nt the S per cent significance level are 55.16, 55.76 and 16.92 
for 40, 30 and 9 degrees of freedom, respecdvely. 

: 

·~ 

I 



T bl 3 S a e .. ummnnr ot tank tests.ott matrix n 
~r"'ftc 

~1odel A. Incomorating a trend drift in the model. t .;;::; 2 

'---·-· -. ·. ' 
Estimated A ~max ~trace 

i..t 0.10 28.65 49.91 

............... (20.78)a (29.50 

i.2. 0.07 19.85 2.1.28 
04.04} (15.20) 

A3 0.01 1.43 ~ 1.43 

(3.96).. ' • - ,(3.96) 

Model a .. Incorporating n constant in: lhe cointcgrnting vector, r := 3 

Bstimated A .Armuc: 
~-·~ ....... ~~ A trace 

A-1* 0.11 32.89 67~04 

_(21.89) (35.07) ; 
,....... - - -

A'2* 0.07 20.90 34.15 

~~--

__ (15.75) (20 .. 17) 

XJ* 0.05 13.25 13.25 

""''!~ 
~9.09) 

~ . ..,~ 
(9.09) 

LRA =ll 77 > 3.84<df;:: 1; a= 5%) 
L.;,,... ~~~ 

\ 

U: The t1gures in. parentheses nre critical values at the .5 per .ce.rlt signiflcnnce level. 

l2 



Table 4. E~timated EC!\t for Australian beef market; 1971:1 .. 1994:9 

~~ressor 
.. ~ 

~ .Dependent vm .. ables 

~FPt. AWPt L\RPt 

Constant 9.60tl 16.01 7.08 
t2.9~)h C5.l6) (2.24) 

FPt·1 .. ().JJ 0.18 0.03 
J.:.2.~6)- (3.31) (0.56) 

\VPt .. J o.n t .. ().25 .. ()J)6 

((),()t}) ( .. 4.98} ( .. f.22) 

RPt .. J 0.0.2 ().()3 0.01 

f----·' 
t:1.21) .(4.85) ( 1.54 J 

St ~6.63 ~8.08 ~428 

t -3.32) { ... t_::_ 0 ~ ... c .... ~£••)~2.19), __ .._ 
t:\FPt .. l 0.15 0.26 0.28 

O.f:JHJ (3.691 (3.82) 

8\VPt~l -0.04 ~o.os 0.17 

(' .. (}.64) (~1.2]) (2.53) 
~,.,_;, 

ARPt-.1 ,,{1.13 .. (}.07 -0.32 

t'.!.07.) ( .. 1.20) ( .. 5.26) -
6FPt-2 -fH)7 ()JJ2 0~13 

{~0.89) (0.3.2) ( 1.79) 

AVvPt<?. 0.05 -0. J.O 0.12 

<r!:§OJ c-1.48> (1.89J 

t.\RPt-2 .. (j .0 l ()J)4 0.01 
( .. ()J8) (0.62) co.nn 

6FPt·3 .. Q.04 0.09 0.004 
C-0.61;- (1.37} (0.06J 

6WPt,.3 O.lS .. Q.OI 0.21 

c2.3L (--0.1 {)) (3AO) 

.!lRPt-3 .. o .. ot 0.05 .. ().01 

( .. 0.08) (0.85.) (-0.21) 
' a 1 he numbers m parentheses are t-ratlo~. 

b Estimated coefficients are reported based on. two co integration vectors und 
normalisation of the farm price. 



I 
Table 5. Estimated lou~ nut parameters a.'s nnd r3's r = 2 

. ,,·"'"' ~ 

mFP~J· ' 

I 
Estimated 13 coeffi.cients a 
Pl l 

P2 l 

Estimated a. coefficients, 
<X.l 0.01 

(0.24}b 
ct2 .. Q.l4 

~-
(·4.51} 

. aT-ratios for P coefficients are not avai1n''lle. 
b Figures in parenthese~ are t·mtios. 

£'NPt 

I 
~t.I2 

-0~12 

0.23 
(5..11) 

.. o.os 
(·1.58) 

tERPt 

0.11 
.;Q.lS 

0.06 
(1..29) 

-0.03 
{.;0.87}-

T<ible 6. LR test results for stationaritv .. weak exogeneity and exclusivity, r = 2 
~c;._...,.__,-. 

4 -
LR test statistics 

~ .... -~·~-

.,,.~ 
Cl!!£.ula.t~d Chi .. squared values Critical ".!1!!§_ 
FP WP RP 

Stationarity \7.25 9.29 16.00 3.84 
(df ;:- 1: a= 5%) 

\Veak 18.27 25.86 2.27 ,5.99 
Exogeneitv I (df= 1~ Ct.= 5%) 

Exclusivity --t 24.41 25-94 ll.ll 5.99 

I t ~ "' 
(df= htt=5%) 

14 
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Figure 1. r;·.rJnthly Australian farm beefpriccs, in levels and first diftet·ences 
1971.1-1994.12 
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Figure 2. ~lonthly AustraUnn wholesale beef prices, in levels ;tnd f1tst differences 
1971.1 -1994.12 
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Figure 3.1\J6nthly Australian retail beef prices, in. levels and. fi.rst dil'fer,~nces 
1971.1 • 1994.12 
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